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Learn where projects and programs come from



Course Overview
Strategy Management
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Tutor on call Certificate of 
completion

1 day

For whom is this course suitable?

This course will be of interest to anyone who wants to know how

organizations work. From board members who are unsure of why

their organizations are doing certain things, to project managers

who want to see where their particular project fits into the bigger

picture.

For those tasked with defining the organization’s

strategy, this very hands-on course will provide practical

tools to develop comprehensive strategies that can be

tracked to the work needed to realize them.

For project managers, it will offer insights into the

thinking of senior management and highlight the

measures and targets that they have set for themselves.

Armed with this knowledge, front-line managers

can make sure that they report in terms of what

their superiors understand.

No pre-requisite knowledge is assumed.

Velopi’s one-day Strategy Management course will introduce

the concept of corporate strategy and guide the student through

the creation of vision and mission statements.

Knowing where the organisation is trying to go, the student will now

conduct a corporate appraisal to determine where it is now. Once the

start and end points of the journey are known, the vision will then

then be expanded into a set of corporate goals and objectives (the

critical success factors) which are realized through the work the

company does.

Various strategy planning techniques, such as strategy mapping and

value curves are presented, all illustrated through an engaging case

study.

By the end of the course, you will see where individual projects and

operations fit into the overall scheme of things and be able to relate

the achievements of these pieces of work back to the targets that

were originally set for them.
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Learning Objectives

• Develop vision / mission statements and expand them into

a cogent strategy

• Associate organizational change with organizational initiatives

• Determine your organization’s status quo

• Decide on your overriding objectives and their Critical Success Factors

• Differentiate between project planning and strategic planning

• Perform Strategy Mapping

• Create Key Performance Indicators to track progress towards objectives

• Use a Balanced Scorecard to report progress

• Create Value Curves and use Value Innovation to identify opportunities in the

marketplace

Course Description

Learn where projects and programs come from.

See how to relate everything your organization does

to your overall strategy.

Create useful measures using the Balanced Scorecard

technique to determine if your project and operational

work is meeting your strategic objectives.



Course Content
• The strategy pyramid

• Vision Statements

• Mission Statements
• What can go wrong
• Exercise

• Strategy definition – what and how

• Definition of Organizational Initiatives

• Corporate appraisals
• SWOT analysis
• Nine “M”s
• Position audits
• PESTEL
• Porter’s Five Forces

• Critical Success Factors

• The overriding objective – SMART goals

• Underlying value proposition
• Treacy & Wieserma
• Porter’s Three Generic Strategies

• Growth strategies
• Ansoff matrix
• Expansion method (a.k.a. Lynch matrix)

• Strategy mapping

• Balanced scorecard

• Value Innovation and Value Curves

• Portfolio Management

Attend from anywhere

Interact with your trainer and your peers via breakout rooms

Apply Project Management Tools & Techniques to your own project
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Virtual classroom Training via Zoom™



Certification
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Upon full attendance, learners will receive a digital certificate
of completion.

Are there any other specialist courses available?

If you are looking for specialist courses to build up your Professional 
Development Units (PDUs) in order to maintain PMP® qualification, then you 
might be interested in these courses:

• Rescuing Troubled Projects
• Stakeholder Management
• Benefits Management



Trusted by the best in the industry

About us

We focus 100% on Project Management. For over 14 years,
Velopi has provided training and support to both individuals
and businesses – including some of the world’s largest
companies to develop high performance project managers and
organisations.

Key Features
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Our instructors are certified Project Management Professionals (PMPs)® with
decades of experience in Project Management in local and international markets.

We are a Project Management Institute (PMI)® Authorized Training Partner
(ATP).

We are a registered provider under QQI (Quality and Qualifications Ireland).

We also partner with University College Cork to deliver the Masters in Project
Management.

We are the training provider for a number of Skillnets.



Experts in Project Management
Seamus Collins has led Velopi since he founded the
company in 2007. He has developed Velopi into an
internationally recognised specialist in Project
Management that’s helped hundreds of companies
accelerate their growth.

Seamus Collins | Managing Director & Founder

An excellent communicator, John has a proven track
record of delivering training and consultancy to a range
of companies across the Telecommunications, Finance,
IT and Life Science sectors.

John Farrell | Senior Training Consultant

A learning and development professional for the past 10
years, consulting with a variety of well-known and
successful organisations, Michael holds two Masters
degrees, MA Learning & Development and MSc Project
Management.

Michael Muldoon | Training Consultant

Velopi offers project management training courses

in Live and Virtual classrooms all over the world.

Talk with our team of Experts!
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8,397
Professional 

Careers Supported 
to date



Velopi helped us achieve our first objective - gaining a 
high-level overview and common understanding of 
project management across the Team. We found the 
learning particularly useful in examining the 
versatility of our product and methodologies to meet 
our customer needs.”

“
Aisling Creedon
Team Lead, Enterprise
Customer Success, 
Teamwork

The big benefit for us is bringing unity, structure and 
consistency in how we work and communicate as a 
Team. When we present and report to our internal 
and external stakeholders, we can now give a clear 
simple picture of how we are executing against our 
baseline.”

Tomás Barry
Senior Project Manager, 
Boston Scientific

“
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Trusted by the best in the industry
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Set your career on the right course
www.velopi.com
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